ORIG WILLARD C. CURTIS

SECRET

RYBET
classification

DATE: 3 MAR 1967
1 - commo
1 - channe
1 - 50-6799/3
D - P-8593

1564

CITY: MEXICO CITY

TO: DIRECTOR

ATTENTION: LUSKY AND DADOLD

1. MEXICO ENGLISH LANGUAGE NEWS ARTICLE BY ROBERT S. ALLEN AND PAUL SCOTT DATED 2 MARCH WASHINGTON STATES "STILL SECRET WOFACT REPORT ON OSVALDO SEPTEMBER ACTIVITIES WHICH WAS SENT TO THE STATE DEPARTMENT INTELLIGENCE DIVISION ON OCTOBER ELEVEN ONE WIRE SIX THREE COULD POSSIBLY SHED SOME NEW LIGHT ON THE MEXICAN TRIP AND POSSIBLY OTHER LINKS OF THE ACCUSED ASSASSIN."

2. STATION BELIEVES THIS MEMORANDUM MAY BE BASED ON WOFACT 6453 DATED 8 OCTOBER 1963. RECOMMEND THAT THIS MEMORANDUM NOT REPEAT BUT BE DECLASSIFIED FOR NEWSPAPER SOURCES SINCE WOULD ELOW LIENVOY AND GIVE GROUNDS FOR CRITICISM AGAINST WOFACT AND LIERAIN. BELIEVE WOULD ALSO PURCHASE CONVENCE GULAND OF POOR SECURITY IN STATE DEPARTMENT.

3. PLS ADVISE ACTION TAKEN PROFEKT LIENVOY.

END OF MESSAGE
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[Handwritten note: 2220]